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In order to avoid disaster and provide a happy ending, you must orchestrate several adventures. Use the available tools, cards
and actions in a clever and tactical manner to create the ideal environment for each of your characters to achieve their goals and
advance their relationship with the other characters. Enjoy being King! Rule of two The game of two is played on two tables. It
is much more fun to play with a partner. Instructions The rules are straightforward: arrange your characters on the two tables,
according to their role, then draw a card from the deck to activate them. Your goal is to create a story in which the two groups
of characters form a happy ending. Game systems The game of two is a game based on interaction between the two players and
the narration of the game, while obeying certain rules. The role of the players is to guide their characters according to the stories
they are about to tell. To ensure this success, they must use different tools: the cards from the deck. The cards are the main tools
in the game, and each set of cards has some rules. The role of the cards The cards from the deck are more than tools for the
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players; they are an additional narrative element, providing the players with cues for the game. There are two types of cards:
Story cards and Story cards. Story cards Story cards are the main narrative element of the game. A story card, whether of the
first type or second type, is accompanied by a set of rules. The rules are: Double-sided Story Cards In the game of two, there are
two versions of Story cards, known as first type or second type, depending on which side is turned up when you start playing the
game. Story cards have a simple language in common with the players, making it easy to decode the meaning of the rules. Story
cards, the first type or second type, are used as a way to help the player understand the story. You can choose to play only one
Story card or a combination of Story cards. You can play with Story cards on either side. The Story cards on the same side are
never flipped. This means that you can choose to play Story cards from the first type (or the second type), according to your
game play. The following rules cover the Story card: Double-sided Story Cards Double-sided Story Cards are Story cards that
present two sides, 82157476af
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